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Abstract
Vibration analysis can be extremely useful in predictive/
preventative maintenance. In this investigation, multi-spindle
machining heads were analyzed using equipment from Technology for
Energy Corporation. A spectral analysis program was also written
in order to better understand black box results provided by
commercial software.
Three case studies indicate that gear mesh frequencies, bearing
noise, and the natural frequencies of spindles and shafts
represent the majority of the peaks found in the frequency
spectrum for multi-spindle heads. These frequencies were
calculated analytically and then identified in each frequency
spectrum.
The results show that in many cases the gear mesh frequencies are
too close to the natural frequencies of the spindles and shafts.
This causes the spindles to be excited at their natural frequency
and can lead to premature failure of the spindle bearings.
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co Circular Frequency (Hz)
Bd Ball diameter of a bearing (inch)
Pd Pitch diameter of a bearing (inch)
4> Contact angle of a bearing (degrees)
1 Length of a beam (inch)
E Modulus of elasticity (psi)
I Moment of inertia (in4)
p Specific weight per unit length of beam material (lb/in3)
OD Outside diameter of a shaft (inch)




Vibration diagnostics and analysis are widely used in many
industries as part of a predictive/preventative maintenance
program. Although AC Rochester has had the equipment to do
vibration analysis for some time, they have not been using the
equipment on a regular and proper basis to do predictive
maintenance. In the past, skilled trades personnel have been
assigned the task of collecting data, but since it was not
properly analyzed, it did not benefit the manufacturing group.
Another problem has been that when equipment has been identified
for repair, management has not been willing to stop production or
to pay for overtime in order to fix it. All to often the "if it
ain't broke, don't fix
it"
mind set has stood in the way of
successful preventative maintenance.
The purpose of this investigation is to apply the techniques of
vibration analysis and signal processing to the real world
application of multi-spindle machining heads at AC Rochester.
The idea is to see if the protocol can be used to identify
potential problems in the equipment and be used to determine when
a rebuild should be scheduled. Although this work is not meant
to be a manual for using the vibration analysis equipment, it
will serve as a guide for further study of multiheads and other
equipment on the manufacturing line.
The measurements were taken using the Technology for Energy (TEC)
Model 1325 Smart Meter and Intellitrend software. Pascal
programs were also used to transform time trace signals from
accelerometers into the frequency domain. Both the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) Technique and a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithm were used in this analysis in order to better




vibration analysis data, a
background in signal
processing is required. The
term signal refers to "a
measured or observed behavior




signal can be periodic,
quasi-
periodic, or aperiodic. A




where t is an arbitrary value of time, and T is the period. An
example of this type of signal is shown in Figure 1. The
frequency of this signal is given by the definition:
f = 1/T (Hz)
= (i)/2it
where (o is the circular frequency given in radians per second.
If the signal x(t) is repetitive and deterministic (it can be
represented by a mathematical expression) , it is called a
periodic function. A Fourier Series can be written for this
function, only if it satisfies the following Dirichlet
conditions:
t0+T
1. J |x(t) | dt <
to
2. finite maxima and minima on any finite interval
3. finite number of discontinuities.












At every t0, the Fourier series converges to:
[x (t0+) +X (t0~) ] /2 (average value of t0. See Figure 2\
Figure 2
The signal can thus be represented by:
00
x(t)
= E an (cos not + i sin not)
n=-<






x(t)= a0/2 + E (an+an)cos not + i(an-an)sin not
n=l






x(t) cos not dt n=0,l,2,.
bn = (2/T)
J0T
x(t) cos not dt n=l/2/..
a0/2 = the average value of x(t) over period T.
Combining the above relations results in the more common one
sided series:
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These values can be plotted as shown in Figure 3
Magnitude Phase (rad)





If a function can be identified as an even function or an odd
function, the Fourier Series is simplified. Examples of even and






If x(t) is an even periodic function with period T then:
an= (4/T)
J0T/2
x(t) cos 2nut/t dt
bn= 0




x(t) sin 2not/t dt
One of the extremely important uses for the Fourier Series is
that many properties of the signal can be calculated using only
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the Fourier coefficients. The following equations show the
calculation of the mean value, mean-square value,
root-mean-
square value, and power relationship:
















= [a02/4 + I (an2+bn2)/2]
Aperiodic Signals
For deterministic aperiodic signals, the Fourier transform is
used to transform the signal to the frequency domain. The





= Re(o) + i Im(o)







The transformed signal can also be represented by a magnitude and











The plot of A(u) is called the amplitude spectrum. A sample of a
typical plot is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the plot of
4>(w) or phase spectrum.
AMPL I TUDE SPECTRUM PHASE SPECTRUM
Figure 5 Figure 6
Unit Impulses
One important example to consider is the Fourier transform of a
unit impulse. A unit impulse is an infinite spike which occurs
only at t=0. The unit impulse represents an area of unit value
concentrated at a single point. (See figure 7.) The symbol for
the unit impulse is 6(t). Its properties are shown below.
A r e a = 1 A r e a - 1
Figure 7






f f (t) 6 (t) = f (0) (sampling functional)
This property shows us that when a function is multiplied with an
impulse function and integrated, it picks off the value of the
function at the point around which it is integrated. For this
interesting fact, the unit impulse is also known as a sampling
functional. This property will be useful later when signal
sampling is discussed.








= cos (ot0) - i sin(ot0)
Convolution Theorem:




Let Xx(o) = ^{x^t)}, X2(o) = ^{x2(t)}
Then:
n^1(t)-x2(t) } = x1(u)*x2(u)
= (i/2it> ;;; ^(o^cu-o as
But a duality exists, in that:
^{x1(t)*x2(t)} = X1(o)-X2(o)
These relations are useful in computing Fourier transforms and
their inverses.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
Fourier analysis is used to convert a piecewise continuous
periodic signal into its frequency components. If the output of
an accelerometer could be measured continually over time and a
mathematical representation of the signal could be obtained, this
method could be used to determine the inherent frequencies of
vibration. However, to collect data with a computer, the signal
must be discretized. To do this the signal is sampled at a
certain rate and the value of the signal at each measurement
point is stored in a vector. This process is known as an analog
to digital conversion.
Figure 8 shows an analog signal that has been converted to a
discrete signal.
X ( t )
Figure 8
The discrete signal is:
(x(ti) ,x(t2) ,x(t3) , . . .,x(tN) } N samples
or {x(0),x(At),x(2At), . . . ,x ( (N-l) At}
where At is the sampling interval.
The rate at which the signal is sampled is called the sampling




It is very important that the sampling rate be high enough to
capture all the information in the signal. The Shannon sampling
theorem states that:
"the sampling rate of the signal must be twice the highest
frequency value, fmax, at which the signal has
energy."
[1]
This minimum sampling frequency, 2 fmax, is called the Nyquist
rate. Any component of the signal with a frequency greater that
f
Nyquist i-s nt received. Figure 9 shows an example of this
condition.
SR = 10 0 Hz
ACTUAL
15 0 Hz
PERCEIVED f = 5 0 Hz
Figure 9
Although it is obviously advantageous to have a high sampling
rate, care should be taken not to use a rate that is higher than
needed. For a signal of fixed duration, doubling the sampling
rate doubles the length of the vector used to store the signal.
Too high a sampling rate can waste computer memory and processing
time.
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The digitized signal is represented analytically as the sum of a
train of weighted unit impuses. (See Figure 10)
<, l2 X3 U U l6 l7 U l9
X ( t )
*1 l2 l3 t, t, tB t, t, t,
X ( t j
Figure 10
This is written mathematically as
N
x = I At-xftiJ-Mt-ti)
i=l
N-l
x = X At-x(kAt)S(t-kAt)
k=0
Now that the signal has been discretized, the Fourier Transform
can be performed to convert this signal into the frequency
domain. The process of taking a Fourier transform of a
discretized signal is called the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). The derivation of the DFT follows:
First we take the Fourier transform of the discretized signal.
,+00
7[x(t)]= f x (t)eitttdt
Joo
N-l





= At Y x(kAt)e-i2*fk'At f=27io
k=0
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Remember that the Sampling rate,
SR = 1/At, and Af = l/(NAt),
is the fundamental frequency of the measurement. Also, only N/2
harmonics can be measured, due to the Nyquist criterion.
Set f = nAf = n/(NAt)
/.X(nAf)
= At Y x(kAt)exp(-i2nkn/N)
k=0
X(o) = At y x(kAt) (n=0)
k=0







ot {Xlf X2, . . . f XN}
Thus definition of the DFT is:
N-l
XDFT(nAf)=At y x(kAt)exp(-i2Tikn/N) ,
k=0
n=0f lf . .N-l
Where: N = number of data points
At = time between measurements or 1/SR
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This represents N complex values, spaced Af=l/NAt apart on the
discrete spectrum.
Recall the following mathematical identity:
exp
(-i2n/N)= cos (2ti/N) -is in (27i/N)
For computational purposes, the equation can also be written in






XDFT(nAf)=-At f x(kAt)sin(27ikn/N) ,
k=0
n=0,l, . .N-l
Although the computation of the DFT is quite simple, the
computational time required to do the summation can become very




additions. To reduce the computational
load, more efficient algorithms have been developed. These
algorithms are called fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms.
One of the FFT algorithms to be developed was the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm. It requires only Ny/2 complex multiplications and Ny
complex additions, where N=2T-[3] . The one draw back of this FFT
algorithm is that the number of points N must be such that y is
an integer value.
One way to force N to an acceptable value is to use zero padding.
This is done simply by adding zeros to the end of the data set.
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It can be shown that this does not reduce the accuracy of the
FFT, but it does change the frequency spacing. Zero padding is
also used when important frequencies in the signal are not picked
up by the original frequency spacing. Recall that Af=l/NAt.
In this case, the number of points is increased such that the
frequency spacing is decreased. This procedure helps make the
discrete Fourier transform a much better approximation of the
frequency content of the signal.
To show how zero padding works, consider the following example:
Let the sampled signal be represented by:
x=[l, 1,0,0 ]




XDTFT(o)= T (1 + le-iuT)
The graph of the magnitude of this function as a continuous
function of frequency is shown in Figure 11.









The DFT with N = 4 is: [2, l~i, 0, 1+ i] (see Figure 12)










The DFT with N = 6 is:
[2,1.5-.8 66i, .5-.866i,0, . 5+. 8 66i, 1 . 5+. 866i]
(see Figure 13)












The DFT with N = 8 is:
[2,1.707-.707i,l-i, . 2
93-
. 707i, 0, .293+.707i,
1+i, 1.707+.707i]
(see Figure 14)
Graph of Mag. of DFT
withN=8
Figure 14
As this example shows, the accuracy of the DFT improves simply by
adding zeros to the original data string.
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Windowing
One source of error in calculating the DFT or FFT is the effect
of truncation. Since we are only taking a sample from a
theoretically infinite signal, we truncate the actual signal.
Mathematically, this is represented by multiplying the
theoretical signal x(n) with a rectangular data window, dR(n), to





dR(n) = 1 for OsnsN-1,
= 0 for other n
y(n)
0 N - 1
Figure 15
When the rectangular window is used, the transform of the
measured signal shows amplitudes at frequencies which should not
be present. This is called leakage error. Leakage, which is the
spreading out of a spectral component over nearby frequencies, is
primarily due to sampling. If the sampling frequency is not
exactly a multiple of a certain frequency, say fif then the
energy contained at frequency fi is distributed among the
neighboring frequencies. The FFT detects the total energy,
however, it can only distribute the energy among the discrete
frequencies which are determined by the sampling rate.
To reduce the leakage error, other windows can be used. One of
the most commonly used windows is called the Hanning, or Tukey,
window. It has the shape of a cosine bell. Its definition is:




A list of data and spectral windows is shown in Table 1 [1]
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Table 1
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Description of the Physical
System
The object of concern for this investigation is the vibration of
Multiheads at the Lexington Avenue Plant of AC Rochester
(Division of General Motors) . A multihead is a unit which has
several machining spindles in it and is driven by a motor or a
Kingsbury Unit. The multihead is usually mounted in a slide such
that its motion is confined to a linear path. A Kingsbury unit
or servo system is used to drive the multihead toward the part to
do the machining. A drawing showing a typical station layout with
a Kingsbury and multihead is shown in figure 12.
Many different types of tooling can be mounted in the end of the
spindles. End mills, face mills, drills, reamers, taps, and form
tools are used at AC Rochester to machine fuel system components
such as fuel rails and throttle bodies. Although the cutting
action of the tool is a major source of vibration when the head
is in the forward position, this was not considered in these
measurements. All readings were taken when the multihead was
idling in the retracted position. This eliminates the effects of
varying load, alignment, tool condition, and amount of material
being removed. With the head at idle, any excessive vibration
that is detected should be due to the condition of the head
itself.
The Kingsbury unit uses a cam to control the stroke of the
multihead such that a rapid advance, fine feed (for doing the
machining), and rapid return motion is generated. Some Kingsbury
heads are equipped with a reversing option for tapping. When
used with a multihead, the spindle of the Kingsbury unit is




























The inside of a multihead is very similar to a gear box. The
multihead has spindles, idler shafts, and a pump shaft. All the
shafts have bearings at each end and are connected by a gear
train and driven by the gear on the Kingsbury. The vibration
measured in the multihead are usually the result of one or more
of the following:
- Bearings noise
- Gears (Mesh frequency or harmonics)
- Natural frequency of the spindles, shafts or other
components .
- Shaft spline backlash with the gear
- Noise from the oil pump
- Noise from contact seals
- External noise from the Kingsbury Unit or machine base
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Bearing Noise
Vibration analysis can be very useful in predicting bearing
failure. Since the cost of the bearings is relatively low, and
they can be replaced easily, it is important to replace bearings
before they fail and cause damage to the head and downtime on the
machine. To monitor the wear of the bearings, the frequencies at
which each bearing vibrates must be determined.
There are four distinct frequencies associated with bearing
operation. They are [9] :
1. Fundamental Train Frequency (FTF) . This is the
frequency of the balls rotating around the shaft. An
unexpected peak at this frequency indicates defects in
the cage of the bearing.
2. Ball Pass Inner Frequency (BPFI) or Inner Race (IR) .
This is the frequency of the balls passing over the
inner race of the bearing. An unexpected peak at this
frequency indicates defects in the inner race.
3 . Ball Pass Outer Frequency (BPFO) or Outer Race (OR) .
This is the frequency of the balls passing over the
outer race of the bearing. An unexpected peak at this
frequency indicates defects in the outer race.
4. Ball Spin Frequency (BSF) . This is the frequency of
each ball rotating within the race. An unexpected peak
at this frequency indicates a defect in the balls of
the bearing.








Where: rps = revolutions per second of inner race
Bd = ball diameter (See Figure 17)
Pd = pitch diameter
N = number of balls













Instead of looking up all properties of each bearing and using
the formulas to determine the characteristic frequencies, I used
the Intellitrend FREQCALC program. This program prompts you to
enter the bearing manufacturer and part number and the RPM of the
shaft the bearing is mounted on. The program then prints out a
report showing the expected frequencies.
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There are two basic types of bearings found in a multihead. The
first type is a single row radial bearing. Bearings of this type
are used to support the idler shafts, pump shafts, and the back
end of the spindles. They are designed to support only radial
load since they have a contact angle of 0. Most multiheads use
Light (200) series bearings for this purpose. An example of this
type of bearing that is commonly used is a SKF 6203 bearing.
The Intellitrend FREQCALC program was used to determine the
frequencies that are produced by this bearing. An example of a
report for a SKF 6203 bearing mounted to a shaft running at 3000
RPM (50 Hz) is shown on page 26. (Frequency values shown are in
Hz.)
The report shows the Ball Pass Inner Frequency (BPFI), the
Ball/Roller Pass Frequency (BPFO) , and the Ball/Roller Spin
Frequency (BSF) for the first four harmonics. It also lists side
bands for the BPFO and the BSF. Since most of these frequencies
are smaller than the frequency peaks in our data, I did not
include the side bands in the expected frequency tables.
The second type of bearing used in multiheads is a single row
angular contact bearing. These bearings are also know as thrust
bearings since they can resist axial as well as radial loads.
Since they can only take thrust in one direction, they are
usually mounted in pairs in a Back to Back (or DB) mounting.
This allows the bearing set to be preloaded such that the spindle
can be mounted in the multihead with no looseness. The spindle
can then resist the axial forces generated by the cutting tools.
Most our multiheads use the Extra Light series in a class 5
precision. Higher accuracy in some heads requires the use of
class 7 bearings.
An example of this type of bearing that is commonly used is a SKF
7205 bearing. The FREQCALC program was also used to determine
the frequencies displayed by this bearing running at 3000 RPM (50
Hz) . (See page 27. )
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Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
50.000
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 19.000 247.00
2 100.00 38.000 494.00
3 150.00 57.000 741 .00
4 200.00 75.999 988.00
Ball/Roller Pass

































Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
50.000
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 20.800 379.85
2 100.00 41.599 759.70
3 150.00 62.399 1139.6
4 200.00 83.199 1519.4
Ball/Roller Pass





























One of the primary sources of vibration in the head is the
gear
noise. The gears used in our multiheads are all helical tooth
gears. Helical gears are used to transmit motion between parallel
shafts. The helix angle on the gears has to be the same, but one
gear must have a left hand helix and the other a right hand helix.
Since the teeth are on an angle, the engagement of teeth is
gradual. This is what makes helical gears a better choice for
multiheads than spur gears which have straight teeth. Although
the engagement is gradual, the gears do generate noise at a
frequency equal to the number of meshes/second. This means that
if a gear with 20 teeth is mounted on a shaft that is running at
2000 RPM, the characteristic frequency of vibration will occur at:
2000 rev/min * 20 meshes/rev * 1 min/60 sec. = 666 Hz.
Since the RPM of the shafts are related by the ratio of the number
of teeth on the gears driving them, all the gears that are in mesh
in a gear train will have the same characteristic frequency.
However, two gears mounted on the same shaft that are not in mesh
will have different frequencies.
If a gear has a defect such as a bad tooth, this will appear at
one mesh per revolution, or at the same frequency as the speed of
the shaft.
Another source of vibration is the backlash of the gear on a worn
spline. The gears are all made with an internal spline, and the
idler shafts, spindles, and pump shaft all have an external spline
which drives the gear. Many times when a breakdown of a multihead
occurs, the problem is due to worn splines. When the spline is
worn, the gear will not be held exactly perpendicular to the
shaft. This will cause the gears to mesh incorrectly and will
generate noise. The frequency will probably be the frequency of
tooth mesh or possibly a harmonic of the spindle speed.
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Natural Frequencies
One of the sources for vibration in a multihead is the natural
frequency of each of the components in the head. Although
attempts were made to calculate some of these natural
frequencies, many assumptions had to be made to make a model that
is simple enough for analysis. The first assumption I made was
that the spindles and shafts were the only components to have
natural frequencies that are within the frequency range of
interest. The casting that the components go in is thick and has
fillets and complex geometry. The gears are rigid and the teeth
are short enough that any natural frequencies would be much
higher than the frequencies found in my measurements. The work
that Kulpa [7] did on gear pumps shows that gear teeth
frequencies are in the range of 2 MHz due to the small size of
the gear teeth. This is much higher than the frequencies found
in multiheads .
The second assumption was that since the gears in multiheads are
small and are mounted close to the end of the shaft, they did not
need to be included in the model of the spindle to determine the
natural frequencies. In many cases, the gears are not mounted on
the outside of the bearings and this assumption is completely
valid. In other cases, it does introduce an error in the natural
frequency calculation.
The next assumption was that angular natural frequencies of the
spindles and shafts were at a frequency higher than the measured
frequencies. Kulpa [7] showed that the angular natural
frequencies in the gear pump problem are in the range of 8 KHz.
For this reason only bending natural frequencies were calculated.
To model the spindles and shafts in the multiheads, I assumed
that the spindle was a round Euler beam in one of the following
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configurations :
Simply Supported, Cantilever, or Clamped-Clamped.
I also assumed that a spindle or shaft with a more complex
configuration could be broken into several pieces each with a
standard configuration. For example, the spindle shown in Figure
18 was broken into two sections as shown. Since the first
section is between two bearing supports, it was considered to be
Clamped-Clamped. The length of the beam, LI, was approximated by
the distance between the middle of the bearing support. However,
values for the Simply Supported configuration were also
calculated. The second section of the spindle was assumed to be
a cantilever beam with length L2. The cross section for this






















Where: 1 = the length of the beam
E = the modulus of elasticity of the beam
I = the moment of inertia of the beam cross section
p
= the specific weight per length of the beam material
The following














Cantilever 3.52 22.0 61.7
Clamped-Clamped 22.4 61.7 121.0
For the spindles and shafts in multiheads the following values
were used:







The moment of inertia, I, was given by:
J=JL (0>4-JD4)
64
Where: OD = Outside diameter of shaft or spindle
ID = Inside diameter of shaft or spindle
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Seals
There are two types of seals used in multiheads: contact seals
and labyrinth seals. They are used to keep the oil in and the
chips and coolant out. Contact seals are the most common. They
are pressed into the front of the multihead casting and have a
rubber lip which is held in contact with the spindle by a spring.
Since they are constantly rubbing, they produce heat and wear
quickly- They also can cause the surface of the spindle to wear.
To prevent this the contact area of the spindle is usually
ceramic coated. Contact seals may generate some white noise due
to the constant rubbing.
Labyrinth seals do not make any contact with the spindle and
therefore do not generate any noise. They retain the oil by
making the internal opening for the spindle at a level higher
than the oil level. The oil that runs through the spindle
bearings hits a flinger which causes the oil to fly off. The oil
would have to go underneath this seal and run through a small
channel to get out of the head. A flinger is also mounted to the
spindle outside the head to cause the coolant to fly off.







Inside the Kingsbury head are feed gears, speed gears, a worm
gear, a cam and many bearings. If any of these components are
defective, the vibration can travel through the Kingsbury unit
into the multihead. In order to determine if this is the
problem, separate vibration readings are required on the
Kingsbury unit itself. Although this is another interesting
vibration problem, it is less significant, because Kingsbury
Heads are a standard item at AC Rochester, and all necessary
repair parts are stocked in the tool room crib. Kingsbury heads
can be repaired quickly and are less likely to fail than the
multiheads.
To reduce the amount of noise generated by other heads on the
machine, the readings are normally taken with only one head
running at a time. However, vibration may still by transmitted




Test Equipment and Diagnosis
The Predictive/Preventative maintenance department at AC
Rochester has many different tools to predict failure on
machines. They use an infrared camera and video recorder, hand
held infrared, ultrasound, and vibration analysis equipment. The
most popular tool to collect vibration analysis data is the Smart
Meter Model 1325 made by Technology for Energy Corporation (TEC) .
This is the tool I selected to use for this investigation.
The equipment necessary to collect and process the data consists
of the following components:
- The TEC Model 1325 Smart Meter with carrying case
- The TEC Model 196 Accelerometer
- A hand held probe or magnetic base
- A RS-232 communications cable
- A host computer (PC) to store the data
- Intellitrend software
The smart meter is a data collector about the size of a notebook
PC. It is used to store route information, collect and store
vibration data, and record additional observations such as
temperature or oil level. This meter gives you the capability of
taking many readings on the factory floor before returning to the
host computer to dump the data. The data can also be transferred
to the host using a modem. The meter comes with a soft carrying
case which makes it easier to carry and protects it from coolant.
The meter is also equipped with Intelli-cards that allow you to
store additional routes and extend your data storage capability.
The accelerometer is the device which measures the vibration in
the equipment and sends the signal to the smart meter. The
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accelerometer is attached to a cable which plugs directly into
the back of the meter. The accelerometer has a quick connector
on it so that it can be attached to a hand held probe or a
magnetic base. The magnetic base is preferable since you do not
have to hold it while the data is being collected. However, since
most of the multiheads are made of aluminum, the hand held probes
were used for this thesis. Although the GM vibrations standard
[8] does not recommend hand held probes, they do allow them to be
used in cases such as this.
The host computer is to used to store and maintain a database
with machine and vibration analysis information. As data is
collected over time, the computer can use trending to predict
when the equipment will need to be serviced.
The first thing you must do before you collect data is set up the
station, machine, and route information in the Intellitrend
program. The program then sets up a database for the equipment
you will be measuring. In Intellitrend, the station is the
general line or piece of equipment. In our case the station is
the name of the inline or dial that the multihead is on.
According to the Intellitrend nomenclature, the individual
multihead is the machine. This is confusing because we identify
each multihead with a station number and each inline with a
machine number.
The machine information that you need to enter includes the
characteristic RPM of the machine, the frequency spectrums you
want to measure, the alarm limits, and the points where you plan
to attach the probe. Usually you will need to look at prints of
the station and determine the best points for data collection.
The best locations are as close as possible to the bearings or
gears that you suspect may be damaged. In the case of
multiheads, I chose to use the same eight points on all heads.
Since the bearings and gears are positioned primarily at the
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front and back of the head, I chose these positions for
measurement. The following convention was used to denote the
measurement points:
MLV - Motor end of head, left side, vertical
MLH - Motor end of head, left side, horizontal
SLV - Spindle end of head, left side, vertical
SLH - Spindle end of head, left side, horizontal
MRV - Motor end of head, right side, vertical
MRH - Motor end of head, right side, horizontal
SRV - Spindle end of head, right side, vertical
SRH - Spindle end of head, right side, horizontal
Left and right are referenced from the back of the head. In some
cases, not all points were able to be measured due to space
constraints. Figure 20 shows the physical location of the




Once all the machine information is gathered, the route is
entered into the database. This is basically the list of
machines that you plan on gathering data on as you walk around
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the plant. You can select to do all machines at a station, or
select individual machines at one or more stations. You can
store more than one route in the data base. For example, if you
plan to collect data from 100 different machines each month, you
could set up 4 routes with 25 machines. Data could then be
collected from one route each week.
The next step is to load the route into the smart meter. To do
this you use a communications cable to connect the PC and the
smart meter. Next you select XCOM from the Intellitrend menu.
The smart meter will then display a list of routes. You enter
the number of the route you want to use and the information will
be transferred to the meter.
Once the route is loaded and the cable is disconnected, the meter
will be ready to collect data for the first measurement point on
the first machine. You can also chose to skip to another point
or machine. To take the data you simply need to hold the probe
on the measurement point and press enter. The meter will display
a message telling you to wait while it collects the data. Once
the data is collected, you can use the arrow keys on the keypad
to go to another measurement point. If you want to store the
time trace for this point, you must select the option before
moving to the next point.
If you decided to take readings from a machine that is not on the
route, you can use the local option. This allows you to take
data on any machine, even if you do not have it set up in the
database.
Once the route is complete, the computer is hooked up to the
meter again and "Dump data from
meter"
is chosen from the smart
meter communications menu. The data will then be added to the
database, and a report of suspect machines will be printed.
Another report will also tell you if any measurement points were
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missed during the route. In addition to the frequency plot data,
any stored time traces or note pad observations will also be
added to the database.
The diagnostic display option allows you to view or plot the data










- Polar Trend Plot
- Singe Time Trace
The Single Spectrum option allows you to view any stored
frequency spectrum in the database. You are able to select the
station, machine, measurement point, and spectra (by time and
date of data collection) and plot the graph to the screen or
printer. You may also select multiple plots and view or print
them consecutively. You can also chose many different plot
options such as the scale of the frequency or amplitude axis and
whether or not you would like alarm limits or peaks identified.
When a graph is displayed on the screen, you can use the arrow
keys to move a pointer from peak to peak. The screen displays
the coordinates of the pointer to make it easy to identify the
frequency and amplitude of any peak.
The Comparison Spectrum option shows you the ratio of one
measurement to another. The value of the ratio
comparison/reference is plotted with frequency. You can use this
option to compare the most recent measurement with a baseline
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measurement that was taken when the machine was new to determine
the amount of wear taking place in the equipment. The Multiple
Spectra option displays the last eight readings and can also be
used to check for deterioration.
The Trend options allow you to see the trend of the measurements
and try to determine when the machine should be repaired. Many
measurements are usually required before an accurate trend can be
established.
The Intellitrend software also has many other options such as
database management, machine alignment programs, and a frequency




Flex I Rail Dial - Station 13H
The first multihead I chose to study was on station 13H of the
Flex I Rail Dial. This machine is used to form ream the injector
pods on extruded aluminum Saturn and Isuzu Fuel Rails. This
particular head is connected directly to a five H.P. motor and
uses servos to feed the head and position it up and down. It is
a CNC station and can be programmed to run several models. Since
it does not have a Kingsbury unit driving it, and since it has
only two spindles, it is easier to analyze than most heads at AC
Rochester. Another advantage of this station is that the motor
is controlled by a variable frequency drive. This allows us to
adjust the RPM of the motor easily without changing gearing.
Before collecting data, the prints for the head were pulled and
each component that could contribute to the vibration of the head
was considered. Table 2 shows the following calculated values:
Bearing frequencies determined by using the FREQCALC
program. (See Appendix A)
Gear mesh frequencies.
Natural frequencies for all shafts and spindles using
different assumed beam types.
Next, the station and machine information were entered into the








The General Motors vibration standards for gear-driven spindle
assemblies [8] call for data to be collected between .3 x the
lowest shaft RPM to 3.5 x the highest gear mesh frequency. For
this multihead, this works out to:
.3 x 774 RPM
-r- 60 sec. = 3.87 Hz to
3.5 x 800 Hz = 2800 Hz.
The range of 0 to 4000 Hz was used on all multiheads measured
since it was wide enough to cover all the required frequencies
for all of the heads.
Although data was collected in the range of 0 to 4000 Hz., the
frequency plots showed that the amplitude was very close to zero
for all frequencies greater than 2000. For this reason all the
frequencies plot ranges were reset to show only 0 to 2000 Hz.
The measurement point information was entered and a route was
established that incorporated this station only. The data was
then collected with only station 13H running. The data was then
dumped to the PC, analyzed, and plotted. The frequency plots are
shown in Appendix A. The results along with the probable cause
of the highest three peaks are shown in Table 3.
The General Motors vibration standards require that the highest
peak be less than .08 in/sec. The highest peak measured for this
multihead was .048 in/sec. Therefore, this head is running
within acceptable limits.
Originally I did not calculate the natural frequency of the
spindles. However, after analyzing the data, I realized that
there were some frequencies that were not related to gear and
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bearing noise. After some rough calculations, I discovered that
the natural frequencies were indeed in the range of 500 to 1000
Hz where the unidentified frequencies were present.
To test the assumption that these frequencies were natural
frequencies, I set up a new station called Natural Frequency on
the Intellitrend data base. I labeled the measurement points Tl
- T8. These measurements were actually taken at the same
measurement point (MRH) but with the multihead running at
different RPM. The variable frequency drive was used to change
the speed such that the gear mesh frequency would go past the
suspected natural frequency.
The frequency plots for this experiment are shown in Appendix A.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 4 (See Readings
taken on March 17, 1994) . The experiment did indicate the
possibility that a natural frequency exists at approximately 1000
Hz. (This value is in the range of some of the calculated natural
frequencies.) However, it did not verify the assumption that 500
Hz. was a natural frequency. In fact, this frequency disappeared
from the data entirely even when running the head at 1600 RPM
(the speed that the head was running when the frequency was
originally observed.)
The experiment was tried again using a slightly different
measurement point near MRH. This time the measurements indicate
a natural frequency in the range of 600 Hz. and the possibility
for one at 1000 Hz. (See Table 4, Readings taken on April 7,
1994 and Graph 5.) Unfortunately, the peak at 500 Hz. was again
missing from the 1600 RPM
measurement.
The natural frequency experiment was then performed a third time
using SLV as the measurement
point. The results for this
experiment are shown in Table 5 and Graph 6. As the graph shows,
a natural frequency does exist at 540 Hz. The amplitude of this
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frequency grows as the gear mesh frequency approaches 54 0 Hz.
The interesting result of this analysis is that the highest
levels of vibration occur at 500 Hz. and at 800 Hz. (Refer to
Table 3.) This is due to the fact that the natural frequencies
of the spindles and shafts are in the range of 500 to 1000 Hz.
and the gear mesh frequency is 800 Hz. This design flaw causes
the head to run at much higher noise levels than necessary. The
multihead manufacturer should have made the spindles shorter or
stiffer, such that the natural frequencies were much higher than
the gear mesh frequency. Another alternative would be to use
gears with a finer pitch.
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Multihead components and frequencies for
Machine: Flex I Rail Dial
AM#: 32214
Station: 13 H (Tracy)
Bearings
FTF BPFI BPFO BSF
Shaft Det. Part# RPM Freq. SKF#. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
S1&2 28 30207 1600 26.7 7207B 11 22 34 201 402 602 146 292 438 63 125 188
S1&2 37 5206 1600 26.7 5206 11 22 32 143 285 428 97 195 292 62 124 186
S1&2 11 3205 1600 26.7 6205 11 21 32 145 289 434 95 191 286 62 124 186
PI 7 3206 774 12.9 6206 5 10 15 70 140 210 46 92 138 30 60 89
12 11 3205 1000 16.7 6205 7 13 20 90 181 271 60 119 179 39 78 116
11 24/17 3L06 1230 20.5 6006 9 17 26 132 263 395 94 188 281 59 119 178
Gears
Mesh
Freq.Shaft Det. Teeth RPM
S1&2 38 30 1600 800
PI 9 62 774 800
12 10 48 1000 800
11 19 39 1231 800
Drive 18 38 1231 779





1 2 3Shaft Sect. Length OD ID
S1&2 1 8.44 1.00 0.312 Simple 316 1266 2848
S1&2 1 8.44 1.00 0.312 C-C 718 1977 3877
S1&2 2 8.75 1.25 0.312 Simple 461 1845 4153
S1&2 2 8.75 1.25 0.312 C-C 1046 2882 5652
S1&2 3 5.375 1.61 1.06 Cant. 653 4079 11441
PI 1 7.5 1.50 0 Simple 905 3623 8155
PI 1 7.5 1.50 0 C-C 2055 5660 11100
12 1 3.156 1.18 0 Simple 3164 12663 28501
12 1 3.156 1.18 0 C-C 7181 19781 38792
11 1 5.5 1.25 0 Simple 1169 4679 10531
11 1 5.5 1.25 0 C-C 2653 7309 14333
Table 2
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Results from Vibration Analysis on
Machine: Flex II Rail Dial
AM#: 32214
Station: 13 H (Tracy)
Data collected on: March 9, 1994
Meas.
Point
Highest Peak 2nd Highest Peak 3rd Highest Peak
Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause
MLH 510 0.0089 Natural Freq. 250 0.0060 Bearing Noise 800 0.0052 Gear Mesh Freq.
SLV 500 0.0060 Natural Freq. 175 0.0050 Bearing Noise 250 0.0040 Bearing Noise
SLH 800 0.0038 Gear Mesh Freq. 250 0.0032 Bearing Noise 500 0.0031 Natural Freq.
MRH 400 0.0210 Natural Freq. 250 0.0080 Bearing Noise 150 0.0030 Bearing Noise
SRV 800 0.0480 Gear Mesh Freq. 780 0.0350 Gear Mesh Freq. 100 0.0040 Bearing Noise
SRH 500 0.0055 Natural Freq. 250 0.0028 Bearing Noise 800 0.0028 Gear Mesh Freq.
Data collected on: April 6, 1994
Meas.
Point
Highest Peak 2nd Highest Peak 3rd Highest Peak
Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause
MLH 570 0.0210 Natural Freq. 800 0.0070 Gear Mesh Freq. 250 0.0030 Bearing Noise
SLV 500 0.0068 Natural Freq. 175 0.0048 Bearing Noise 250 0.0034 Bearing Noise
SLH 800 0.0062 Gear Mesh Freq. 500 0.0060 Natural Freq. 250 0.0028 Bearing Noise
MRH 500 0.0170 Natural Freq. 250 0.0030 Bearing Noise 800 0.0020 Gear Mesh Freq.
SRV 520 0.0058 Natural Freq. 150 0.0051 Bearing Noise 800 0.0050 Gear Mesh Freq.
SRH j 500 0.0073 Natural Freq. 800 0.0041 Gear Mesh Freq. 250 0.0022 Bearing Noise
Table 3
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Natural Frequecy Experiment Results













T2 2000 1000 0.0900 1000 0.0900
Tl 1600 800 0.0190 800 0.0190
T3 1200 600 0.0050 1000 0.0120
T4 1000 500 0.0025 1000 0.0270
T5 800 390 0.0018 1000 0.0420













T2 2000 1000 0.0950 1000 0.0950
Tl 1600 800 0.0265 800 0.0265
T3 1200 600 0.0880 550 0.0975
T4 1000 500 0.0078 500 0.0078
















Table 4 and Figure 21
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Natural Frequecy Experiment Results













T2 2000 1000 0.0043 540 0.0049
Tl 1600 800 0.0035 540 0.0041
T3 1200 600 0.0075 550 0.0089
T4 1000 500 0.0086 520 0.0098
T5 800 390 0.0023 540 0.0025








Delta Throttle Body Inline
-
Station 7&8 VL
Since several of the multiheads that I checked were running very
smooth, I wanted to find an example of a multihead that was
running poorly so I could see if I could predict what was wrong
with the head. In a verification walk of the area I noticed that
many of the heads on the Delta Throttle Body Inline were low on
oil and contaminated with coolant. I walked up and down the line
while it was running and put my hand on each head to determine
which one was the worst. Station 7&8 VL had a high level of
vibration. The operator told me that he had noticed this head
getting noisier lately- This seemed like a good candidate, so I
chose this station for analysis.
Another reason for choosing this station is that it is a critical
part of the process. This station drills and reams the mounting
holes on the throttle body for the Quad Four engine. In addition
to being used to bolt the throttle body to the engine, the
mounting holes are also used for locating datums throughout the
remainder of the machining process.
The prints of this station were pulled and used to determine the
expected frequencies from each component. These values are shown
in Table 6. The required machine information was entered into
the Intellitrend program and a route was set up for this station.
The route was dumped into the Smart Meter and data was collected
for six measurement points. (Points MLH and SLH could not be
collected due to space constraints.) As the data was collected,
the meter indicated that several of the
readings were high.
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Next, the data was dumped back into the PC. After the data was
transferred, a report was printed which showed that several alarm
limits had been reached. Frequency plots for each measurement
point were printed, (See Appendix B) and the results were entered
into Table 7. As the data shows, the highest peaks were .179
in/sec at 720 Hz and .175 in/sec at 290 Hz. These readings are
well over the .08 in/sec limit set by the GM vibration standards
for gear-driven spindle assemblies. [8]
The probable cause of the high readings was worn bearings.
Although some of the high readings were in the range of the
natural frequencies, I believe that this was also due to worn
bearings which allowed the spindles and shafts to vibrate more
freely- The gear mesh frequencies did appear in the frequency
spectrum but only at peaks of about .03 in/sec. For this reason
I determined that the gears were not damaged and did not need to
be replaced.
Usually when multiheads are rebuilt at AC Rochester, it is
because the spindle bearings are so bad that the spindles are
becoming sloppy causing quality problems. When a machine
repairman or operator notices this condition, they schedule the
multihead to be rebuilt as soon as possible. Sometimes
multiheads will fail unexpectedly and seize up. This is usually
due to lack of lubrication and requires a complete rebuild to
repair the head.
In this case the spindles were still tight and the part quality
was still good. However, since the readings from the head showed
that the condition of the bearings was deteriorating, I scheduled
the multihead to be pulled and rebuilt on the next available
weekend. The bearings and seals were replaced and the gears were
checked for wear and reinstalled. As expected, the gears were in
good condition and the rebuild was much easier than if the head
had been allowed to run until failure.
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After the head was put back on the machine, I collected data
again. The frequency plots were printed (See Appendix B) and the
results were summarized in Table 7. As the data shows the peak
vibration level was reduced to .0351 in/sec or 20% of the
original measurement. The head is now running will within the
acceptable limits according to the GM Standards. Notice that
bearing noise is no longer represented in the three highest peaks
for each measurement point. All the peaks were within the range
of the expected natural frequencies of the shafts and spindles.
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Multihead components and frequencies for




FTF BPFI BPFO BSF
Shaft Det. Part# RPM Freq. SKF#. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
S1&2 27 30205 2805 46.8 7205 19 39 58 355 710 1065 253 505 758 110 221 331
S3&4 27 30205 2131 35.5 7205 15 30 44 270 540 809 192 384 576 84 168 251
S1&2 26 5204 2805 46.8 5204 18 36 55 228 455 683 146 293 439 94 187 281
S3&4 26 5204 2131 35.5 5204 14 28 42 173 346 519 111 222 334 71 142 213
11 24 3203 1588 26.5 6203 10 20 30 131 262 392 81 161 242 53 106 159
P5 25 3204 1429 23.8 6204 9 18 27 118 236 354 73 145 218 47 95 142
Gears
Mesh
Freq.Shaft Det. Teeth RPM
S1&2 13 27 2805 1262
S3&4 14 38 2131 1350
11 9 54 1588 1429
11 10 51 1588 1350
P5 11 60 1429 1429
P5 12 53 1429 1262







2 3Shaft Sect. Length OD ID
S1&2 1 5.41 0.88 0 Simple 592 2370 5333
S1&2 1 5.41 0.88 0 C-C 1344 3701 7259
S1&2 2 6.87 1.62 1.063 Cant. 407 2544 7134
S3&4 1 5.41 0.88 0 Simple 592 2370 5333
S3&4 1 5.41 0.88 0 C-C 1344 3701 7259
S3&4 2 5.62 1.62 1.063 Cant. 608 3801 10660
P5 1 6.09 1.00 0 Simple 610 2442 5497
P5 1 6.09 1.00 0 C-C 1385 3815 7482
11 1 3.29 0.787 0 Simple 1295 5183 11666
11 1 3.29 0.787 0 C-C 2939 8097 15879
Table 6
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Results from Vibration Analysis on
Machine: Delta Throttle Body Inline
AM#: 32505
Station: 7&8 VL
Data collected on: March 14, 1994
Meas.
Point
Highest Peak 2nd Highest Peak 3rd Highest Peak
Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause
MLV 620 0.0579 Natural Freq. 580 0.0522 N.F. Side Band 650 0.0474 N.F. Side Band
SLV 720 0.1790 Natural Freq. 290 0.0731 Bearing Noise 960 0.0535 Natural Freq.
MRV 630 0.0596 Natural Freq. 730 0.0501 Natural Freq. 480 0.0444 Natural Freq.
MRH 290 0.0626 Bearing Noise 480 0.0410 Natural Freq. 580 0.0391 Natural Freq.
SRV 290 0.0693 Bearing Noise 730 0.0685 Natural Freq. 970 0.0634 Natural Freq.
SRH 290 0.1750 Bearing Noise 680 0.1180 Natural Freq. 220 0.0366 Bearing Noise
Data collected on: April 21, 1994 (Note: Head rebuilt April 17, 1994)
Meas.
Point
Highest Peak 2nd Highest Peak 3rd Highest Peak
Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause
MLV 680 0.0271 Natural Freq. 770 0.0118 Natural Freq. 580 0.0103 Natural Freq.
SLV 670 0.0229 Natural Freq. 710 0.0126 Natural Freq. 620 0.0096 Natural Freq.
MRV 730 0.0351 Natural Freq. 780 0.0281 Natural Freq. 430 0.0068 Natural Freq.
MRH 650 0.0112 Natural Freq. 720 0.0089 Natural Freq. 750 0.0065 Natural Freq.
SRV 900 0.0208 Natural Freq. 800 0.0174 Natural Freq. 860 0.0163 Natural Freq.





Progressive Throttle Body Inline
- Station 9&10 HR
Another multihead that was analyzed was station 9&10 HR of the
Progressive Throttle Body Inline. This inline machines the
throttle bodies for the 3.1 L V-6 engine. This multihead was
used to confirm that the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
equations developed in Chapter 1 do provide the same results as
the Intellitrend program output. This was done by using Pascal
programs to read in the time trace signal and convert it to the
frequency domain.
As before, the expected frequencies found in this multihead were
calculated. (See Table 8.) The machine and route information was
entered into Intellitrend and data was collect for all data
points except for MRH and SRH which were not accessible due to
space constraints. After the signal at each measurement was
taken, the time trace information was saved in the meter. This
was done by going into the Diagnosic Mode and choosing "Store
Time
Trace"
from the menu. Once all the frequency and time trace
data was collected, the information was dumped back into the PC.
The database stored the frequency information and also the time
trace information. The frequency plots were printed (See
Appendix C) and the data was summarized in Table 9.
The analysis shows that this head is running well within the
acceptable range according to the GM vibration standards. The
largest peak was .033 in/sec at 1020 Hz. This peak was most
likely a gear mesh frequency- It also appears to have sidebands
at approximately 860 Hz and 1180 Hz. According to the GM
vibration standards, [8] the frequency sidebands must be less
than one half the line amplitude of the gear mesh frequency.
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These sidebands were approximately one third the gear mesh
frequency amplitude, so this condition was met.
Once the analysis of the Intellitrend output was complete, the
time trace data was then exported to a floppy disk using the
ASCII Export menu option in the Intellitrend program. The Pascal
Program DFT (See Appendix C for program listing) was written to
convert the signal into real and imaginary components of the DFT.
Although this program did give the correct results, the running
time to process one time trace was 38 minutes. The FFT program
(See Appendix C for program listing) was written using a Fast
Algorithm. It was able to process the same signal in 24 seconds.
Most of that time was spent reading the signal and writing the
results back to the floppy disk. This program was then modified
to apply a Hanning window to the data prior to processing. This
program was named FFTHAN. The Hanning window was used since this
is the window that the Intellitrend software uses. The GM
vibration standards [8] also require using this window.
The results of the pascal programs were saved as two ASCII files.
One file contained the real part of the DFT and the other
contained the imaginary part. The two files wer'e then imported
into a Lotus spreadsheet. The magnitude of the DFT was then
plotted for each measurement point with and without the Hanning
window. These graphs are shown in Appendix C. These graphs
match very well with frequency plots from the Intellitrend
output. Some discrepancy does exist since the Intellitrend
program uses averaging and smoothing when processing the signal.
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Multihead components and frequencies for




FTF BPFI BPFO BSF
Shaft Det. Part# RPM Freq. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
S1&2 21 7206B 3000 50.0 21 42 63 375 750 1125 273 547 820 118 235 353
S1&2 30 6204 3000 50.0 19 38 57 247 495 742 153 305 458 100 199 299
11 4 6203 1471 24.5 9 19 28 121 243 364 75 150 224 49 97 146
12 4 6203 2500 41.7 16 32 48 206 413 619 127 254 381 83 166 248
Gears
Mesh
Freq.Shaft Det. Teeth RPM
S1&2 27 25 3000 1250
11 9 51 1471 1250
12 8 38 2500 1583
11 10 44 1471 1078







2 3Shaft Sect. Length OD ID
Sl-4 1 9.32 1.06 0 Simple 294 1176 2647
Sl-4 1 9.32 1.06 0 C-C 667 1837 3603
S1&2 2 7.312 1.61 1.063 Cant. 352 2201 6174
S3&4 2 5.937 1.61 1.062 Cant. 535 3341 9369
I1&2 1 2.5 0.73 0 Simple 1919 7682 17288
I1&2 1 2.5 0.73 0 C-C 4356 11999 23531
Table 8
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Results from Vibration Analysis on
Machine: Progressive Throttle Body Inline
AM#: 31356
Station: 9&10 HR
Data collected on: March 3, 1994
Meas.
Point
Highest Peak 2nd Highest Peak 3rd Highest Peak
Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause Freq. Amp. Probable Cause
MLV 670 0.0106 Natural Freq. 730 0.0072 Natural Freq. 360 0.0068 Bearing Noise
MLH 150 0.0096 Bearing Noise 50 0.0095 Bearing Noise 520 0.0081 Natural Freq.
SLV 360 0.0106 Bearing Noise 410 0.0094 Bearing Noise 460 0.0087 Bearing Noise
SLH 50 0.0113 Bearing Noise 150 0.0093 Bearing Noise 260 0.0081 Bearing Noise
MRV 690 0.0146 Natural Freq. 360 0.0069 Bearing Noise 50 0.0048 Bearing Noise





Vibration analysis is an extremely useful tool in predictive /
preventative maintenance. Bearing noise, gear mesh frequencies,
and natural frequencies can be detected, and the condition of
equipment can be monitored. In this study, multi-spindle
machining heads at AC Rochester Division of General Motors were
analyzed using Vibration analysis equipment by Technology for
Energy Corporation (TEC) . The results showed that the analysis
can be used to determine when a rebuild should be scheduled and
what parts will need to be replaced.
One important finding was that in some cases, the natural
frequency of spindles and shafts in the multiheads are much too
close to the gear mesh frequency. To avoid this condition,
multiheads should be designed such that the spindles and shafts
are shorter or stiffer, so that their natural frequencies are
much higher than the gear mesh frequencies. Another solution is
to design the gear train so that the gear mesh frequencies will
be significantly higher than the natural frequencies of the
spindles.
The results of this study also point to the need for a better
vibration analysis diagnostic program at AC Rochester. Baseline
measurements need to be performed while the equipment is new and
the equipment should be monitored so that trends and benchmarks
can be established. Multiheads should be scheduled for rebuild
any time the peak measurements exceed the GM vibration standard
of .08 in/sec.
Rebuilding multiheads at the first sign of increased vibration
will result in easier rebuilds, less damage to gears and
spindles, and less down time due to unscheduled breakdowns. As
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in physiology, regular diagnostics and maintenance is much less
expensive than a breakdown. With the increasing demands we are
putting on our equipment, this type of preventative maintenance
is the only way we can succeed in the highly competitive
manufacturing business.
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2) Frequecy Plots from Readings taken on 3/9/94
3) Frequecy Plots from Readings taken on 4/6/94
4) Frequency Plots from Natural Frequency Experiment 3/17/94
5) Frequency Plots from Natural Frequency Experiment 4/7/94
6) Frequecny Plots from Natural Frequency Experiment 4/22/94
7) Print of Multihead
60
Bearing Frequencies for SKF 7207B (@ 26.67 Hz)
K (FTF) 0.42
CA (BPFI ) 7.53
KA (BPFO) 5.47
R (BSF) 2.35
Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
26.667
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 11 .200 200.80
2 53.333 22.400 401 .60
3 80.000 33.600 602.40




































Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
26.667
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 10.827 142.53
2 53.333 21 .653 285.07
3 80.000 32.480 427.60
4 106.67 43.306 570.13
Ball/Roller Pass
















































2 53.333 21 .173














































































































































































2 41 .000 17.056
3 61.500 25.584



































































































































STATTON: AM-32214 Flex tt Dial
























































































































STATON: AM-32214 Flex H Dial














SH11K 1-32214 flex I Dial






























































1 1-32214 flex I Dial






















STATION: 1-32214 flex I Dial















t NrW fti I Dial















SEUffi AM2214 flex I Dial
























































t AM-32214 flex I Di












STAIN: 1-32214 flex I Dial










: 1-32214 flex I Dial












STAIN: 1-32214 flex I Dial















2) Frequecy Plots from Readings taken on 3/14/94
3) Frequecy Plots from Readings taken on 4/21/94
4) Prints of Multihead
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Bearing Frequencies for SKF 7205 ( 46.75 Hz)
K (FTF) 0.42
CA (BPFI) 7.60
KA ( BPFO ) 5.40
R (BSF) 2.36







2 93.500 38.895 710.32
3 140.25 58.343 1065.5
4 187.00 77.791 1420.6
Ball/Roller Pass








































2 71.033 29.549 539.64
3 106.55 44.324 809.46
4 142.07 59.099 1079.3
Ball/Roller Pass















































2 93.500 36.465 455.35
3 140.25 54.697 683.02































Bearing Frequencies for SKF 5204 ( 35.52 Hz)
K (FTF) 0.39
CA (BPFI) 4.87
KA ( BPFO ) 3.13
R (BSF) 2.00
Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
35.517
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 13.851 172.97
2 71.033 27.703 345.93
3 106.55 41 .554 518.90
4 142.07 55.406 691 .86
Ball/Roller Pass








































2 52-933 20.115 261 .49
3 79.400 30.172 392.24































Bearing Frequencies for SKF 6204 ( 23.82 Hz)
K (FTF): 0.38
CA (BPFI) 4.95
KA ( BPFO ) 3.05
R (BSF) 1 -99





(FTF) Frequency ( BPFI )
1 117.89
2 47.633 18.101 235.78
3 71.450 27.151 353.68
































STATION: AM-32505 Delta Tfi Wine


























: AM-32505 Delta TB. Inline
0.200











































































































STATION: AM-32506 Delta TB. Inline



























STAIN: 1-32505 Delta Tfl Inline















STAIN: 1-321 Delta Tfi Inline












STATION: 1-221 Delta Tfl Inline


















2) Frequecy Plots from Readings taken on 3/3/94
3) Frequecy Plots from Pascal Program Output
4) Prints of Multihead
5) Pascal Program Listings
115
Bearing Frequencies for FAG 7206B (6 50.00 Hz)
K (FTF) 0.42
CA (BPFI ) 7.50
KA ( BPFO ) 5.47
R (BSF) 2.35
Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
50.000
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 21 .050 375.00
2 100.00 42.100 750.00
3 150.00 63.150 1125.0































Bearing Frequencies for FAG 6204 ( 50.00 Hz)
K (FTF) 0.38
CA (BPFI) 4.95
KA ( BPFO ) 3.05
R (BSF) 1 .99
Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
50.000
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 19.050 247.40
2 100.00 38.100 494.80
3 150.00 57.150 742.20




































Shaft Fundamental Train Ball Pass Inner
Harmonics Speed
24.508
Frequency (FTF) Frequency (BPFI)
1 9.3376 121 .32
2 49.017 18.675 242.63
3 73.525 28.013 363.95
4 98.033 37.350 485.26
Ball/Roller Pass
































R (BSF) 1 .99







2 83.333 31.750 412.50
3 125.00 47.625 618.75
4 166.67 63.499 825.00
Ball/Roller Pass




















































































STATION: AM-31356 Progressiw TB Inline


































































Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9410 HR Point MLV
T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

















Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9&10 H/< Point MLV with Manning
T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1

















Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9&10 HR Point MLH
T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r















Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
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Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9&10 Hft Point SLV
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i r













Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9&10 H# Point SLV with Hanning
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T 1 l^~l 1 I r










Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9*10 H I? Point SLH








Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9&10 H^ Point SLH with Hanning
i i I I I I I I I I I i r-^ I I I i r










Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9410 H/? Point MRV
"i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i i r

















Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program









Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 9410 HR, Point SRV
I I t-^t r I 1 1 1 1 1
T
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
(Thousands)
Frequency (Hz)
~l 1 T I r-^-(











Frequency Spectrum from FFT Program
Station 94 10 H ft Point SRV with Hanning
T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T
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S'fl
program DFT2 ( input ,output ) ;
uses Printer;
type Vector = array [0..1000] of real;
var i, k,N, index ,ND2 : integer;







{************ Read in Signal from file ****************}
assign (Infile, 'b:timetrace.001 ) ;
reset (Infile) ;
for i:=l to 7 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=l to 10 do read (Infile, junk) ; {skips the text char}
readln (Infile,N); {reads N};
ND2:=round(N/2);
if debug=true then writeln ( 'N =',N);
for i:=l to 8 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=0 to N-l do readln (Infile, stuff ,Sig[i] ) ;
if debug=true then writeln ('and the signal is....');
if debug=true then for i:=l to N do writeln (Sig[i]);
{************* start DFT a***************************** }
for i:=0 to N-l do begin
Suml:=0; {**** initialize ****}
Sum2:=0;
{**** variables ****}
for k:=0 to N-l do begin
Suml:=Suml+Sig[k]*cos(6.28319*i*k/N) ;




end; {for k. . .}
Re[i] :=Suml;
Im[i] :=Sum2;
end; {for i. . . .}
{************* print Results to a File *****************}
assign (outfilel, 'brreal.dat ) ;
rewrite (outfilel);
for i:=0 to ND2-1 do
writeln (outfilel,Re[i] ) ;
writeln;
close (outfilel);
{writes real part to a file}




for i:=0 to ND2-1 do
writeln (outfile2,Im[i] ) ;
file}
{writes imaginary part to a
134
writeln;
close (outfile2 ) ;
if debug=true then for i:=0 to ND2-1 do
writeln ( 1st ,Re [ i ] , Im[ i ] ) ;
end. {main program}
135
program FFT ( input ,output ) ;
uses Printer;
type Vector = array [0..1000] of real;















for i:=l to 7 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=l to 10 do read (Infile, junk) ; {skips the text char}
readln (Infile,N); {reads N};
ND2:=round(N/2) ;
if debug=true then writeln ( *N =',N);
for i:=l to 8 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=l to N do readln ( Infile, stuf f ,Sig[i] ) ;
if debug=true then writeln (
*
and the signal is ....') ;
if debug=true then for i:=l to N do
writeln (Sig [ i ] ) ;
/************* Reorder sequence ******************************}
Temp:=(ln(N)/ln(2) ) ; {Calculate NU}
NU :=round (Temp ) ; {rounds the value to make it an integer}
if debug=true then writeln ( 'NU =',NU);
for i:=l to N do begin
Re[i] :=Sig[i] ; {Divide all elements by N}{changed
for debug}
lm[i]:=0;
end; {for i:=. . . .}
JJ:=1;
for i:=l to N-l do begin
if (i<JJ) then begin
j :=round ( JJ ) ;













if debug=true then begin
writeln (
'
The results of the reorder sequence are :
'
) ;
for i:=l to N do writeln (Re [ i] ) ;
end; {if debug}
i************* Calculate FFT ******************************}







k:=round(KK) ; {makes k an integer value}
for j:=l to k do begin
i:=j;
if debug=true then writeln('i =',i);
repeat







i:=i+round(Me) ; {increment i by the rounded
value of ME}
if debug=true then writeln ('i =',i);
until i>N;
Temp:=URe*WRe - UIm*WIm; {perform Complex mult.}
UIm:=URe*WIm + UIm*WRe;
URe : =Temp ;
end; {for j=...}
end; {for m=. . .}
{********?**** print Results to a File *****************}
assign (outfilel, 'b:real. 001 ') ;
rewrite (outfilel);
for i:=l to ND2 do







for i:=l to ND2 do








program FFTHAN ( input , output ) ;
uses Printer;
type Vector = array [0..1000] of real;
var i, j,k,m,N,NU,ND2 :
integer;













for i:=l to 7 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=l to 10 do read (Infile, junk) ; {skips the text char}
readln (Infile,N); {reads N};
ND2:=round(N/2) ;
if debug=true then writeln ( 'N =',N);
for i:=l to 8 do readln (Infile); {skips blank lines}
for i:=l to N do readln (Infile, stuff ,Sig[i] ) ;
if debug=true then writeln ('and the signal is....');
if debug=true then for i:=l to N do
writeln (Sig [ i ] ) ;
/************* Apply Hanning Window **************************}
for i:=l to N do
Sig[i]:=Sig[i]*0.5*(l-cos( (2*PI*i) /(N-l) ) ) ;
s************* Reorder sequence ******************************}
Temp:=(ln(N)/ln(2) ) ; {Calculate NU}
NU:=round(Temp) ; {rounds the value to make it an integer}
if debug=true then writeln ('NU =',NU);
for i:=l to N do begin
Re[i] :=Sig[i] ; {Divide all elements by N}{changed
for debug}
Im[i] :=0;
end; {for i:=. .. .}
JJ:=1;
for i:=l to N-l do begin
if (i<JJ) then begin
j :=round ( JJ ) ;













if debug=true then begin
writeln ('The results of the reorder sequence are:');
for i:=l to N do writeln (Re [ i] ) ;
end; {if debug}
{************* Calculate FFT ******************************j.







k:=round(KK) ; {makes k an integer value}
for j:=l to k do begin
i:=j;
if debug=true then writeln ('i =',i);
repeat





Re [ i ] : = Re [ i ] +TRe ;
Im[i] := Im[i]+TIm;
i:=i+round(Me) ; {increment i by the rounded
value of ME}
if debug=true then writeln("i =',i);
until i>N;




end; {for m=. . .}
/************* Print Results to a File *****************}
assign (outfilel, 'brreal. 001 ') ;
rewrite (outfilel);
for i:=l to ND2 do
writeln (outfilel,Re[i] ) ; {writes real part to a file}
writeln;
close (outfilel);
assign (outfile2, 'b:imag. ) ;
rewrite (outfile2);
for i:=l to ND2 do




if debug=true then for i:=l to ND2 do writeln ( 1st,
'
Solution
is: ',Re[i],Im[i]);
end.
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